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FIG. 2. &i+erential scattering cross section in the center-of-mass system
fo1' the react1on tl-++I'-+2r++I' including electromagnet1c effects for the
I'8(I'V) theory. The tt meson-nucleon coupling constant f2=&. The curves
are labeled according to the tt-meson kinetic energy in the laboratory
system.

any event, one should be able to obtain useful information con-
cerning the meson-nucleon scattering amplitude by observations
on the interference eGects with the electromagnetic scattering.

The consideration of this problem arose from a discussion with
Professor R. E. Marshak and Mr. A. Messiah. I am indebted to
Professor Marshak for further discussion.
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gamma-rays. A bremsstrahlung gamma-ray is counted in delayed
coincidence with the electron producing it. 310-Mev electrons in
the rirculating beam of the Cornell synchrotron strike a thin
target and are analyzed after radiation by the magnetic guide
Beld (Fig. 1). A stilbene crystal is located so as to intercept
electrons of about 140 Mev. The energy spectrum of the gamma-
rays in coincidence with these electrons was measured by use
of the Cornell pair spectrometer' and was found to correspond
to a peak at 170 Mev with a full width at half-maximum of
twenty percent or less. ~ The velocity of the coinrident gamma-
rays was determined by measurement of relative delay time versus
position of a movable, external, scintillation counter. Transit
time differences were measured for four positions (extreme posi-
tions had a separation of thirteen meters) using a coincidence
circuit with a resolving time of 4&10 ' second. The peak of
the resolution curve at each position could be determined within
2&10 "second. Cable delay times were calibrated by observing
their resonant frequencies under shorted termination in the
frequency range from 10 to 500 megacycles. s The error in cable
calibration is of the order of one-half percent, A plot of distance
Mrsgs transit time gives a straight line whose slope is the velocity
of the 170-Mev gamma-rays. A least squares 6t gives a value of
2.974&10M cm/sec, with estimated probable error of one percent.
This agrees within the experimental uncertainties with the value
of c obtained for 0.5-Mev gamma-rays, .' and with the most
probable value of c obtained from measurements at lower fre-
quencies to be 2.998&&10"cm/sec. 4

We wish to thank Professor B. D. McDaniel for his helpful
advice and encouragernent.
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FIG. 1, Experimental arrangement for velocity me@Surement.
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S a test of a high resolution coincidence circuit for experi-
ments utiliring monoenergetic gamma-rays selected from

bremsstrahlung, ~ we have measured the velocity of 1'N-Mev

Elastic and Plastic Properties of Very Small
Metal Specimens
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~HE elastic and plastic behavior of bulk tin has been investi-
gated by several workers. As a result, quite detailed data

are available on the yield stress and creep rate. The yield stress
varies, of course, with the crystal plane across which stress is
applied and its direction in that plane, but the values for the
principal cases of interest are all shears of approximately 0.15
kg/mms ' resolved shear stress From the .elastic constants of tin.
we are thus led to a maximum yield strain of about 10 ' before
slip occurs in a simple tension experiment, The minimum creep
rates observed are about 2X10 'jsec at tensions of about 0.1
leg/mm'. ' This behavior is usually explained in terms of the
motion of imperfections, esperially of dislocations, since on any
reasonable model of a perfect crystal one expects the yield strains
to be of the order of 10 '.

It has often been presumed4 that specimens of very small
dimensions ought to have a much larger range of elastic strain
than the bulk metal, either because they are free of dislocations,
or because the few dislocations present cannot multiply su%ciently
to give an observable amount of slip. It occurred to us that this
hypothesis could be tested by performing experiments on the thin
whiskers which have been observed to grow out from the surfaces
of a number of low-melting-point metals. 5 We have therefore made
observations on some tin whiskers grown from a tin-plated surface
by Mr. S. M. Arnold of these laboratories. Electron microscope
observations of many such whiskers, carried out by Mr. C. J.
Calbick, of these laboratories, have shown their diameters to be


